Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania
Marks and Names

- Official University Seal®
- University Logo®
- Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania®
- Shippensburg University®
- SHIP™
- SHIP Happens™
- SHIP Is It™
- Athletic Logos®
- Raiders™
- Red Raiders™ (Limited use by athletics only)
- Lady Raiders™ (Limited use by athletics only)
- Big Red™ (Inactive, a trademark search would have to be done if this were requested for use)
- Any additional designs, symbols, logos, art, word or words associated with or referring to Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania as approved by the university.

Please be advised that the University indicia (name and marks) are registered with the U.S. Department of Commerce Patent and Trademark Office and with the Pennsylvania Department of State Corporation Bureau. As such, they are exclusive property of Shippensburg University. Any commercial use of these marks is restricted to official licensees only. If you desire to purchase any item containing the University indicia (name and marks), you need to use a licensed vendor.